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CAMBRIDGE, Mass., (May 26, 2021) — The Toyota Research Institute (TRI) is helping to accelerate the field
of soft robotics by sharing the design source files and full build instruction for its innovative domestic robot
hands. Today, any research institution or aspiring roboticist can visit punyo.tech and build their own Punyo Soft
Bubble Gripper.

“The soft robotics community is small, and the visuotactile sensing community is even smaller,” said Alex
Alspach, TRI’s Robotics Tactile Team Manager and the lead developer of the Punyo Soft Bubble Gripper. “By
sharing the blueprints for this gripper with the world, we hope that our friends and colleagues can test our
technology, improve upon it, and take us closer to building robotic assistants that help to provide independence,
dignity and joy to those with disabilities or age-related challenges.”

Building on recently published work, the Punyo project is changing the mechanics of robot manipulation and
contact with the world. To this day, most robots are hard to the touch and use rigid grippers, but TRI’s air-filled,
elastic bubble design allows robots greater flexibility to hold objects better. When combined with cameras on the
inside, this shape and force sensing gripper enables robots to respond to and control an object when it slips or
moves.

The Punyo bubbles employ state of the art visuotactile sensing techniques that allow a robot to recognize objects
by shape, track their orientation in its grasp and sense forces as it interacts with the world. This feedback is
critical as robots learn to push and pull on the world safely and robustly while assisting people by opening doors,
putting things away, using household tools, and other domestic tasks.

To learn more about Punyo and build your own Soft Bubble Gripper, visit punyo.tech
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